FIT INDIA ACTIVITY

In accordance with the "Fit India Campaign" launched by the PM Narendra Modi ji NSS SKNCOE celebrated National Sports day event on 29th August with great enthusiasm. The event started at 3:30 pm. All the NSS volunteers actively participated in the event. The activity was coordinated by the NSS volunteers itself. Different types of sports were arranged by them on the Spring Dale ground. The sports meet opened with an oath taken by Prof. Pingat Sir and the volunteers.

Moving ahead the volunteers were divided into four teams. Various sports were taken by the volunteers like cricket, kho-kho, and many more. The memories of the sports event were indelibly printed on the hearts of the volunteers. The volunteers really enjoyed a lot and dispersed with a sincere hope that such sports events should be organized time and again giving the volunteers a chance to display their sports talent and for a good refreshment.
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